AALL & CREATE BE BEAUTIFUL POLARIOD CARD

Technique: Mixed Media/Copic Coloring

TIME: about 30 - 45 minutes

STAMPS:
AALL & CREATE
#416 – Be Beautiful
#364 – Intersecting Circles

INKS:
Distress Oxide Inks:
Squeezed Lemonade/Mustard Seed
Tumbled Glass/Mermaid Lagoon
Hero Arts Intense Black

COPIC MARKERS:
Bees:  Y11, Y15, Y18/Black N6, N8, N10
Hair:  YR21, YR15, YR04, YR18
Skin:  E00 E02, E93
Flower:  V12, V15, V17
Eyes:  YG03
Wings:  B000, B12

ACCESSORIES:
Misti
Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
Blending Brushes
AALL & CREATE Flower Dancing Washi Tape
Silicone Bone Folder
Paper trimmer
Foam Squares
Black Tombow Marker

Misti Sticky Mats
AALL & Create Cells die
scissors
Score Pal Mini
¼” scor-tape
Bearly Art Glue

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Hammermill White card

7 x 4.2” score and fold at 3.5” – card base
3.1 square – card front
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – stamp color and cut out art pieces
DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut the numbers portion away from the die cut so you have the bottom section of honeycomb.
2. Use this to blend Squeezed Lemonade and Mustard Seed Distress Oxide Inks through onto the background.
3. Next, using blending brushes, add Tumbled Glass and more Squeezed Lemonade to the background.
4. Blend the edges with Mermaid Lagoon.
5. Using the Intersecting Circles stamp - stamp over the blue background on the right with Tumbled Glass ink.
6. Blend the Mustard Seed and Mermaid Lagoon ink over the die cut piece, glue it over the left side of the card front, trimming off any overhang.
7. To create the card base, cut a piece of Hammermill White 7 x 4.2 inches. Score at 3.5 to create the Polaroid Card Base.
8. Attach the card front to the top portion of the card.
9. Add a small piece of the Flower Dancing Washi tape under it on the right.
10. Next, Use foam squares to attach all the little art pieces to the card front.
11. Finally, use a #10 Gelly Roll pen by Sakura to add highlights.

Here are the supplies used for today’s card. Click on the images for a larger view and to order. Affiliate links are used where possible at no extra cost to you.

Happy Stamping

AALL & Create BE BEAUTIFUL
A7 Clear... [SSS]

Dies #14 | AALL & Create [ALL]

A7 Stamp set #364 | AALL & Create [ALL]

COTTON PEARL... [ SSS ]

FRUIT PINK... [ SSS ]

ROSE Soft... [ SSS ]

Copic Sketch Marker YR21 CREAM Light...

Copic Sketch Marker YR15 PUMPKIN...

Copic Sketch Marker YR18 SANGUINE...

Copic Sketch Marker N6 NEUTRAL GRAY...

Copic Sketch Marker N8 NEUTRAL GRAY...

Copic Sketch Marker N10 NEUTRAL GRAY...

Copic Sketch Marker B000 PALE...

Copic Sketch Marker B12 ICE BLUE...

Hammermill WHITE 100 LB SMOOTH...

Simon Says Stamp Blending Brush SET...